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Cologne, April 13th , 2018: Simultaneously with the kick-off of Insurlab Germany, one of the biggest and 
fastest growing Insurtech accelerator programs in Germany, StilFresh is introducing the official launch of 
its Berlin- based spin-off, OPTIMIZ, as one of the top five Insurtech startups selected to join the 
intensive 6-month accelerator program at the InsurLab Germany campus in Cologne. 

As Management Buyout (MBO) of StilFresh, OPTIMIZ is a Berlin-based InsurTech start-up founded by 
experienced entrepreneurs with successful track records and above 35 years of cumulated experience in the 
financial service industry with the aim of reshaping the future of claims recovery. 

OPTIMIZ was founded early this year out of the strong belief that enhanced claims handling 
experience and optimized claims handling costs are two faces of the same coin; which is providing 
lasting value to all involved stakeholders in the claims process. 

“In the past we have experienced that Trust and Transparency were indispensable for any successful claim recovery 
transaction. The fewer the middlemen, the trustworthier the transaction; the lesser touch points we have, the 
more transparent it is. Our mission at OPTIMIZ is therefore is to enhance the claim recovery experience while 
reducing the claim recovery cycle by leveraging AI technologies to provide cost-efficient and touchless claim 
recovery solutions for the marine cargo industry” explained Kingsly Kongnyuh Kwalar, Managing Director of 
StilFresh, Founder and CEO of OPTIMIZ. 

OPTIMIZ’s unique value proposition is to reduce carriers’ and claimants’ recovery costs by up to two-thirds 
while shortening the claims life cycle from an average of 3 months to a few clicks.  To achieve that, the Claims 
Transformation Experts at OPTIMIZ have developed CroP, a secure cloud-based and AI-driven claims recovery 
platform in order to enhance the recovery claims experience by facilitating smooth efficient recoveries while 
shortening claims cycle for its users and significantly driving down recovery costs. 

“The Team behind StilFresh and OPTIMIZ convinced us by their complementary experience match of deep recovery 
industry insights paired with extensive experience in technology-driven business transformation programs in the 
insurance sector as well as a niche market-oriented business model. We are very happy to have them among the 
five top startups of our first accelerator batch at InsurLab Germany” explained Sebastian Pitzler, Managing 
Director InsurLab Germany. 

“Being one of the five selected Insurtech startups is a first successful milestones in our go-to-market strategy in 
Europe. As the largest insurance and startup network in Germany, InsurLab Germany will provide us with an 
unprecedented access to big corporates in the European insurance industry and as such, drastically boost our sale 
cycle” added Bop Sandrino-Arndt, Director Business Development StilFresh, Co-Founder and CPO of 
OPTIMIZ. 

INTRODUCING OPTIMIZ : StilFresh, a leading subrogation claims recovery company 
focused on the African market is disrupting the global cargo claim recovery space 
with the launch of its Spin-Off, OPTIMIZ – the claim transformation experts.
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About OPTIMIZ: 

Optimiz – Building the “Uber” of Claims Recovery 
Optimiz is an InsurTech start-up founded by experienced entrepreneurs with successful track records and 
above 15 Years of experience in the Financial Service Industry with the aim of reshaping the future of claims 
recovery. 

As Spin-Off of StilFresh, a leading claims recovery agency in Africa with offices in Cameroon, Kenya and South 
Africa, Optimiz’s founding team provides a complementary experience match of deep recovery industry 
insights and knowledge paired with extensive experience in successfully leading large technology-driven 
business transformation programs in the insurance sector. 

Kingsly Kongnyuh Kwalar (LLB, LLM), Founder and Chief Executive Officer (CEO), is the Founder and 
Managing Director of StilFresh. He looks back at over 15 years’ experience in the shipping and marine 
insurance industry in Africa, Europe and Latin America on both carrier and cargo side. 

Bop Sandrino-Arndt (MBA), Co-Founder and Chief Product Innovation Officer (CPO), is a seasoned 
entrepreneur and CxO Management Consultant, Founder and Managing Director at Sandrino Strategy & 
Management Consultancy, a leading business transformation consultancy in French speaking Africa. He brings 
over 20 years management consulting experience in TIME-related fields with a focus on digital transformation 
in the financial service sector. 
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About InsurLab Germany: 
InsurLab Germany is THE platform to connect the insurance and InsurTech world with each other.  The 
initiative was the first InsurTech-Hub to be included into the de:hub network of the Federal Ministry for 
Economic Affairs and Energy. 
The initiative for InsurLab Germany originally came from the Mayor of the City of Cologne, the Chamber of 
Commerce of Cologne, the University of Cologne, and the TH Cologne. Meanwhile, the InsurTech-Hub is 
operated by InsurLab Germany e.V., which was founded by several German insurance companies, universities, 
and startups. 
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